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Nr Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

1 EELV 24 add ...to push politicians to put the 
fight against climate change...

...to push politicians and those the most 
accountable - i.e. the top bankers, the captains of 
industry and its shareholders, etc. - to put the 
fight against climate change...

CAS accepted as amended:...to push politicians 
and those who, by the way they act, are most 
accountable for the situation we are in

2 EELV 27 add Politicians must deliver, now. Politicians and captains of industry and banking 
must deliver, now.

CAS accepted as amended: - politicians and those 
of the elite who destroy the planet, trample social 
and human rights and hide their money in tax 
havens must deliver now

3 EELV 28 add ...by their elected 
representatives,not only at the 
European level but also at the local, 
regional and national level.

...by their elected representatives, not only at the 
European level but also at the local, regional and 
national level, notwithstanding probable 
opposition from economic forces.

CAS accepted

4 EQUO 41 add To ensure in collaboration with EQUO the 
presence and participation of the European Green 
Party at COP25

CAS incorporate this AM in Climate resolution

5 EQUO 65 add Crownfounding campaing will be launched by EGP 
in order to finance Greta Thunberg's travel costs 
to COP25 that will be held in Madrid

withdrawn

6 Groen 150 add The EGP will set up a temporary working group to 
prepare the 2024 European elections.

CAS accepted as amended + AM for Campaign 
evaluation is withdrawn: The EGP will, together with 
the delegates and the member parties, organise an 
exchange of views on the past campaign. This can 
be the starting point for the discussion with the 
delegates and member parties on the 2024 EU 
campaign strategy.
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